
   2زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 

1- “Tom and Mary are getting married.” 

 “.....................!” 

1) That’s a wonderful news  2) That’s wonderful news 

3) They’re wonderful news  4) They’re a wonderful news 

 

2- The workers in our town do not want to accept the fact that robots have ..................... in modern industry. 

1) many different uses  2) few different uses 

3) a lot of different use  4) a little different use 

 

3- There ..................... of watermelon in the fridge. Do you want one? 

1) is a little slice 2) is some slice 3) are plenty slices 4) are a few slices 

 

4- The patients have been kept in hospital so that the disease doesn’t spread to the rest of the ..................... . 

1) arrangement 2) improvement 3) population 4) communication 

 

5- A number of ships and planes are reported to have mysteriously ..................... after entering the area known as 

the Bermuda Triangle. 

1) exchanged 2) attracted 3) disappeared 4) imagined 

 

6- You should be ready to change jobs ..................... if you want to get to the top in business. 

1) physically 2) fluently 3) interestingly 4) frequently 

7- Although plants ..................... so greatly in their shape, function and general appearance, the cellulose molecule 

is the same in all.  

1) exist 2) vary 3) explain 4) measure 

 

8- The exciting thing about the show is that it’s a live ..................... and anything can happen.  

1) certainty 2) broadcast 3) invention 4) popularity 

 

9- Parents can find something for their kids on the web ..................... games and fun. 

1) therefore 2) although 3) besides 4) despite 

 

10- The water in this area contains a small ..................... of calcium and other minerals. 

1) amount 2) effect 3) function 4) account 

11- This dictionary is not made for any ..................... language level; it can be used by anyone studying English, 

from the beginner to the advanced learner. 

1) specific 2) favorite  3) regional 4) native 

Part B: Cloze Test 

The teachers’ main task is to …(12)… conditions that will encourage learning. They must help students develop 

their own initiative and …(13)… to think properly. Good teachers guide students in …(14)… important 

knowledge and analyzing …(15)… solutions to meaningful problems. They also help them understand 

important mistakes when dealing with …(16)… problems.  

 

12- 1) scan 2) mark 3) create 4) suggest 

 

13- 1) activity 2) choice 3) notice 4) ability 

 

14- 1) keeping off  2) making up 3) giving up 4) looking for 

 

15- 1) possible 2) mental 3) tiny 4) attractive 

 

16- 1) countable 2) various  3) popular 4) ancient 



Part C: Reading Comprehension 

James Joyce was born on February 2, 1882 in Dublin. He grew up in a large family of 17 children and attended 

Clongowes Wood College and later Belvedere College in Dublin. A very good student at college, Joyce went on 

to study languages and philosophy at the Dublin College of the Royal University. He spent a good part of his 

early life in Ireland, attending to his dying mother. In 1904 Joyce married, and Joyce’s first attempt to publish 

Dubliners in 1912 was unsuccessful, and he spent the next several years living in poverty in Zurich. He spent 

the later years of his life in Paris, where he published such works as Ulysses, and in 1939, Finnegan’s Wake. 

Joyce died in 1941.  

 

17- Before leaving for Zurich, Joyce ..................... .  

1) published Dubliners  2) studied philosophy 

3) tried to kill his mother  4) taught literature at the Royal University 

 

18- The word “poverty” (line 5) is closest in meaning to ..................... .  

1) being poor 2) having power 3) being famous  4) having problems 

 

19- According to the passage, Joyce failed to ..................... .  

1) find a job in Paris  2) publish Dubliners in 1912  

3) take his wife to Zurich  4) write a good novel about Ireland 

 

20- According to the passage, it is NOT true that Joyce ..................... .  

1) died in his homeland  2) got married in his homeland 

3) spent many years in Ireland 4) studied at three colleges in Ireland  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


